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On Mardi 15, 1989 Crystal River Unit 3 was in OPERATIONAL LODE 5 (COLD
SHUIDOWN) for Reactor Coolant Punp repair. At 1548 it was determined that the
Decay Heat Removal Punps might not be able to perform their safety funct.fon for
scane accidents. 'Ihis determination was based on new vendor guidance concernirq
minimm continuous flow. If the new guidance were ammM to be correct then
the IEP's would be required to operate at less than the mininum allowable flow
for an extended period of thne followirq some sizes of LOCA. Florida Power's
pos''rion is that the new guidance does not have a conplete technical basis and
theautbre may be unne m ily conservative.

'Ihis event resulted frun changes in engineering practice by the vendor between !

the time the punp was purt:hased and the present. 'Iherefore a root cause
determination is not applicable.

'Ihe Punps will be tested at flows representative of accident conditions. A
supplement to this report will be subnitted to describe the results of this
test and actions required.
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EVENP IESCRIPPICE

On Hardt 15, 1989 Crystal River Unit 3 was in OPERATICEAL ! ODE 5 (CDID
SHUIDOWN) for repair of Reactor Coolant Punps [AB,P]. An engineerity review of
mininum flow requirunents for Decay Heat Removal Punps (IEP's) was in prupuss.
At 1548 it was determined that for certain small break LOCA's, Decay Heat
Batoval Punps IEP.-1A [BP,P) and IEP-1B [BP,P] would be required to operate at {
flows less than the manufacturers recent new minimum allowable flow requirement j
for an indefinite period of time in order to perform their safety function.
'Ihis was determined to be operation outside the design basis ard is thus being
reported pursuant to 10CFR50.73.a.2.ii.B.

'Ibe engineering review had been initiated in May 1988 as a result of NRC
Bulletin 88-04. On June 14, 1988, in response to inquiries by Florida Power,
the marmfacturer of the Decay Heat Removal Punps, Dresser Punp Division, stated
that their r+3- axiaticri for the minimLun flow for continuous operation of
these punps., was being changed from 800 gpm to 2350 gpn. Florida Ruer
Corporatico (FPC) considered this number to be unreasonably conservative
because it couespcEded to a flow of 78% of the best efficiency point on the
punp curve. Other punp manufacturers were responding to similar inquiries with
values in the range of 25% to 50% of best efficiency flow.

In 5:nhaupent carmnunications the manufacturer was unwilling to work with
Florida Power to establish a mininum flow value with a more complete technical
basis in a timely manner.

On March 15,1989 at 1300 a meeting was held to determine the significance of
changes in the manufacturer's mininum flow requirement for IEP-1A ard IEP-1B.
At this meeting it was determined that for certain sizes of small break IOCA's
IEP-1A and IEP-1B would be required to operate at flows significantly less than
2350 GM for an indefinite period of time. At 1548 FPC decided that the
manufacturers new Im- a-dation should be considered as being the valid desig:
basis until a value with a better tedinical basis could be determined. 'Ihis
resulted in the determination that the plant had operated outside its design
basis.

cNuss

'Ibe design of the punp and the original determination of operatirg limitations
were performed by the manufacturer. 'Ibe operatirq limitations originally
specified were consistent with good ergineerirg practices at the time. In the
time since this punp was designed nuch experience has been gained by the
irdustry in the area of operation of centrifugal punps at low flow. 'Ihis
experierce has led to more conservative limitations for low flow operation of
centrifugal punps. 'Ihis event resulted frun the increase in operatiry
experience. 'Iberefore, determination of a root cause is not applicable for
this event.
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EVENT AIRLifSIS

At Crystal River Unit 3 the DIP's perform two safety functions. 'For see sizes
of IOCA's these pungs start automatically and supply water from the Barated
Water Sim.f. Tank (BNST) (BP,T) into the Reactor coolant Systen (RCS) (AB) to 1prwide the Iow Pressure Injection (IFI) function. Een the water in the BNST
is exhausted, these pumps are aligned to take suction frtan the resdct- building
sung (NH,T). For see break sizes-the break flw could stabilize at

.significantly less than 2350 GEM. j

'Ihe namrid safety function of these pungs is required during a small- break
IIX1. For certain sizes of small:baak IDCh's the BCS pressure initially
decranaam, until the Makeup Puups (EP's) (BQ,P) are started to prwide the
High Pressure Injection (HPI) function.- After HPI is operating RCS pressure
may stop decreasing, and remain above the preasawe at which IPI can -prwide
flow, until after the BNST inventory is exhausted. In this case, - the Decay
Heat Bennoval pungs are aligned to take suction frm tne reactor building sunp
and discharge into the suction of the WP's. 'Ihis prwides adaramte suction :
pressure to allw the WP's to continue to provide the HPI function. In this
case the . DIP's J would be operating at significantly less than 2350 GPM for
several hours.

No accident whicts required the dip's to operate in either of the above modes
has ever m'trred at Crystal River Unit 3. 'Ihe probability of sucti accidents
occxtrring is very lw. If one of these accidents had m'irred, the DfPs would
have begun their safety function. However, the capability of the DIPS to
function properly with less flw than the newly roccennended mininum flw for a
length of time sufficient to provide adar=Mte core protection has not been
determined.

CCERBCTIVE ACTION

Tests will be performed to confirm the capability of these punps to operate
reliably at lower flows following stabilization of the plant after sustaining
certain size breaks in the RCS. '1hese tests will be ocmplete prior to the
plant enterirq an operational mode in whicts the punps are required to- be
operable. A supplanent to this report will be suhaitted to describe the
results of this testing. '1his sqpplement will include a justification for
startup and a daa miption of any short term actions taken.

An engineering evaluation is in progress to determine if plant modifications or
other long term actions are nenamaafy to inprove the ability of these punps to
perform their safety functions.

PREVIO(5 SDGIAR EVENIS

No previous events could be fourri in which a change in vendor guidance resulted
in the determination that the plant had qmrated outside its design basis.

~g.o. m.
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April 14, 1989
3F0489-10

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory h i m ion
Attention: Wmarit Control Desk
Washington, D. C. 20555

Subject: Crystal River Unit 3
Docket No. 50-302
Operating License No. DPR-72
Licensee Event Report No. 89-009

Dear Sir:

Enclosed is Licensee Event Report (IER) 89-009 which is submitted
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.

Should there be any qtv; ions, please ocetact this office.

Yours very truly,

%
Kenneth R. Wilson
Manager, Nuclear Licensing

(
j. WIR: mag

Enclosure

| xc: Regional Administrator, Regl ..I
' Senior Resident Inspecto:
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